






































1) Recommended minimum bending radius of 1.1kV Grade Cable for Fixed Installation.     
 Single Core - 15 D      
 Multi Core – 12 D       
 Where ‘D’ is overall Diameter of cable.       
2)  Maximum Permissible Tensile strength for cable          
 a) For Cables pulled  with Stocking      
 ARMOURED CABLES  P = 9 D²      
 UNARMOURED CABLES P = 5 D²      
 Where P = pulling force in Newtons      
            D = outer Diameter of cable.       
 b) For Cables pulled by pulling eye: - If the cables are pulled by gripping the conductor directly with pulling eye, 

the Maximum permissible Tensile stress depends on the Material  of the Conductor and their cross section as 
given below: -

 For Aluminium Conductors   = 30 N /mm²
 For Copper Conductors         =  50 N /mm²
a)  The cable drums or coils must not be dropped or thrown from railway wagons or trucks during unloading op-

eration. A RAMP or Crane may be used for unloading cable drums. If neither of them is available, a temporary 
ramps with inclination 1: 3 to 1: 4 approximately should be constructed,the cable drum should  then be rolled 
over the ramp by means of ropes and winches.Additionallya sand bed at the root of the ramp may be made to 
break the rolling back of cable drums.

b)  The arrows painted on the flange of the drum indicate the direction in which the drum should be rolled. The 
cable will unwind and become loose if the drum is rolled in the opposite direction.

c)  The site chosen for storage of cable drums should be well drained and should preferably have a concrete surface 
/ firm surface which will not cause the drums to sink and thus lead to flange rot and extremely difficult in moving 
the drums & inturn avoiding damage to the cable.

d)   All drums should be stored in such a manner as to leave sufficient space between them for air circulation. It is 
desirable for the drums to stand on battens placed directelyunder the flanges. During storage the drum should 
be rolled to an angle of 90º once every three months.

e)  In no case should the drums be stored  on the flat i.e., with flange horizontally placed.
f)  Overhead covering is not essential unless the storage is for a long period. The cable should however, be protect-

ed from direct rays of the sun by leaving the outer battens on or by providing some form of Sun shielding. 
g)  Do not rewind cable to another drum. Whose barrel diameter is less than the existing drum diameter.

NOTE: All data given in this catalogue is approximate and are subject to manufacturing tolerance
Delivery length tolerance ± 5% length more than normal as per customer request.

All figures given in various tables are indicative only.


